
Crime and Criminal Process S-Notes 

Some Themes 

• Intro 

o Crim law – apprehended and approached in different ways 

▪ Approaches play constitutive role in what we conceive crim law to be 

o Issue 1: whether criminal can be considered as unitary field or collection of diverse “criminal 

laws”  

o 2nd theme: relationship between substantive criminal law, offences, criminal process & 

procedures 

▪ Strong inter-relation between substantive law and process (contextual approach)  

o 3rd: appropriateness of regulation  

o 4th: future directions in crim law → emergence of ‘preventative justice’  

• Constituting Criminal Law 

o Crim law – process of constituting object of inquiry; not describing pre-existent object  

o Traditional approach (study crim law) – focus on narrow range of substantive criminal offences 

▪ Offences – Long historical tradition; origins lie in common law, not statute 

• Perceived to be little more than codifications of moral values  

o Traditional critique – coherency, consistency of rules, and extent which they are in line with 

‘principle’ 

o Sense of history – what is legally authoritative → examination of past decisions & early treatises 

o Broader context which substantive crim law exists → significance of crim law influencing our 

behaviour in comparison with other social forces  

o 6ed – elaborate themes of critical scrutiny established in previous 5eds 

▪ Takes way crim law traditionally been constituted seriously, but at the same time seeks to 

identify its limits.  

o Questions different roles played by different criminal laws and appropriateness of those roles 

o General principles? 

▪ Primary purpose study crim law – identify “general principles” of crim law and to 

elaborate them 

▪ Crucial to understand role and limits of crim law in Aus at beginning of 21st C.  

▪ Selection of offences – expose variety of practices & techniques assembled under label -

crim law 

▪ Develop set of principles which ought to govern decisions to criminalise 

▪ Questioning of general principles – conducted in terms of discussion of interconnections 

between ‘general’ and ‘specific’ parts of crim law 

• ‘General part’ – body of doctrines concerned with establishing preconditions of 

crim responsibility 

• ‘Specific part’ – definitions of particular offences  

o General concepts and general principles 

▪ Treatment of crim law – begin with discussion of meaning of number of key concepts 

frequently used by crim lawyers e.g. ‘actus reus’ and ‘mens rea’  

• Aim: gain consensus about use of basic terminology  

▪ Principle: fundamental precepts which determine shape of crim law  

• Can be expressed at levels of generality → guides to structure of crim laws 

▪ By making principle descriptive – greater sense of legitimacy and inevitability as guide to 

what crim law should be  

▪ Aus courts aren’t overtly constitutionally empowered to disallow crim laws/procedures 

which fail to meet standards of fairness. 

▪ Aus legislatures – restrained by tradition, public opinion and political process  

▪ Court’s focus has been on procedural issues rather than way which crim offences are 

defined (substantive crim law)  



▪ Aus courts have powers of statutory interpretation where parliament has not made its 

intention clear in legislation  

▪ ‘In face of clear expressions of bureaucratically constructed legislative intent, courts are 

no longer in position to reinstate/imply fundamental liberal principles onto substantive 

law through presumptions and stat interpretation’  

• Criminal Process and Competing Versions of What the Law “is” 

o ‘Substantive crim law’ – legal definitions of offences and excuses  

o ‘Adjectival’ law – mechanisms which process suspected of crim offences through guilty verdicts  

o Crim law – segregate and exclude coverage of crim procedure  

▪ Because too vast to be dealt with in one place.  

o Pre-trial process 

▪ Substantive crim laws – not just applied in courts 

▪ Versions applied with self-consciousness by public members in relation to their behaviour 

and whether to report even to police  

▪ Enforcement agencies – not in position to insist on labelling criminals 

• Make decisions about what crim law ‘is’ and extent which is should be enforced  

▪ Non-police enforcement agencies – impose own fault requirements 

▪ Pre-trial crim process → discretionary 

▪ “Rules” are more contingent; discretion decisions – far from arbitrary 

▪ Pressures and tendencies – structure exercise of discretion  

• Produces selective application and development of substantive crim law. 

▪ Crim offences – defined in vague terms – development of more specific guidelines or 

informal understandings at enforcement level → inevitable 

▪ 3 aims of codification + accessibility  

• Comprehensibility – ensuring law is as intelligible as possible 

• Consistency – including removal of inconsistent principles/policy 

• Certainty  

▪ Discretionary decision – structured and institutionalised 

▪ No point in assessing substantive crim laws in terms of above values (CCC) 

• Offence definitions are mediated by exercise of discretion at level of law 

enforcement  

▪ Values may be equally adopted by those participating in pre-trial crim process to produce 

a different version of what the law ‘is’ 

o The Trial 

▪ Decisions made by trial judges about definitions of crim offences – subject to appeal and 

adjustment 

▪ Trial judges’ directions and magistrates’ decisions – differ from versions of crim law 

adopted by appeal courts.  

▪ Decision on law – ‘wrong’ → if it’s corrected on appeal  

▪ Opportunities to appeal may not be taken – not perceived to be worth commitment of 

resources because only clarify law for future application, with no affect on verdict of case 

▪ Juries may not understand directions on law, even though they are ‘correct’ 

▪ Substantive law may be ignored by jury to bring in ‘merciful’/ ‘perverse’ verdict  

▪ Appeal courts – denied opportunity to revise their own ‘mistakes’.  

▪ HCA – subject to gradual evolution and to sudden, unexpected change  

• Forms of Regulation 

o Political dimension 

▪ Questions appropriateness of regulation and precise shape regulation takes 

▪ Reform of crim law and process – social policy questions 

▪ Lawyers have responsibility to engage in representation of their client’s individual case  

• Wider responsibility to engage in advocacy to merits of specific laws, ways being 

implemented, consequences for client and wider community  

▪ Functions of  book – make debates about ole and precise shape of crim law more 

meaningful; by clarifying concepts, identifying range of techniques and by insistent 

questioning of appropriateness and effectiveness of approaches. 


